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Rationale  
Within our group we felt that children would benefit from being provided with verbal real 
time feedback as a way to motivate them to work on their success criteria instead of looking 
back on their work at a later date to then improve on it. We therefore decided to base our 
practitioner enquiry around using verbal real time feedback to meet our learner’s needs. The 
Curriculum for Excellence states that a child’s motivation can be important to the processes 
and outcomes of assessment and therefore aims to involve children in the assessment of their 
own learning in order to enhance motivation (Scottish Government, 2010). As a group we 
decided to explore real time feedback as a way to observe the impact it has on motivation, in 
this case to meet core targets within literacy. Dylan Wiliams (2018) suggests that providing 
feedback based on how a pupil can improve on their work is more effective than commenting 
on how well they have done compared to the rest of the class. With this in mind, this enquiry 
will explore how verbal real time feedback can motivate a child to reach to reach the full 
potential of a task.  

 
Aims  
The aim of this enquiry was to investigate the impact real time verbal feedback within 
literacy would have on meeting the success criteria for core targets. 

 
Methodology  
At the beginning of this research the children were encouraged to determine how they could 
meet their core targets for literacy. This promoted pupil voice and learner engagement within 
the process of meeting core targets (William 2014). Each child completed a self- assessment 
based on how confident they felt in meeting their core targets. At the end of the 4 weeks, the 
children self- assessed their work again. 

Throughout the research each child was provided with verbal feedback based on how they 
could improve on their core targets within their task. For example, “I can see that you have 
forgotten a capital letter after one of your full stops.” This gave useful feedback in relation to 
how the child could proceed to meet their learning. Bosanquet et al. (2015) describe the idea 
of ‘scaffolding’ as giving some information at the right time to meet the progression of the 
task. A focus on the core target was made with the child, thus allowing them to reflect on 
what they have to do to meet their success criteria. Through regular appraisal and 



constructive feedback from the teacher, the children in the class gained awareness of what 
they needed to do to be successful, as well as motivated them to meet their core targets. 
The small-scale enquiry was conducted over four weeks within a primary 3 class, focusing on 
using real time verbal feedback in literacy only. The children at the beginning of each literacy 
lesson were given a read to write task and the teacher provided real time verbal feedback on 
their work. 
Although the class has 20 children in it, the data provided is from a reading literacy group of 
6 children consisting of; more able learners, middle learners and lower ability learners. The 
children were provided with verbal feedback based on their success criteria of; neat 
handwriting being used, capital letters being used appropriately, punctuation being used 
appropriately and finger spaces being used appropriately. 
 
The methods used to collect data were; 
 

• Keeping a field notes journal of conversations with the children about their progress. 
• Writing ‘VF Given’ in jotters showing where the verbal feedback was given to show 

progression. 
• Encouraging pupil voice to allow the children to discuss how the verbal feedback 

made them feel about their work. 
 
Both quantitative and qualitative data were used in this enquiry. Data was collected 
throughout the intervention, observations were recorded and analysed, and samples of pupils’ 
work were gathered.  The majority of the evidence from the enquiry was routinely occurring 
and occurred naturally from usual classroom learning and teaching. 
 
Findings  
Initially, a note of the children’s self-assessed core target results and then cross referenced 
this with their most recent core target results. The results show that 100% of the children are 
now meeting all their core targets. By providing children with real time feedback whilst they 
were completing their work provided a motivation and encouragement for them to work 
harder. It is also a good tool for reminding children of their core targets whilst they are 
completing their task. When asked if verbal feedback helped with meeting their core targets, 
one child said: “It reminded me to use my finger spaces.” Showing the difference verbal real 
time feedback made to this child meeting their target. When comparing this child’s work to 
previous week it is clear that the child was not taking my written feedback on board regarding 
using their finger spaces, showing the clear difference verbal real- time feedback made to this 
child. The field notes taken, observations and samples of work show improvements in the 
quantity and quality of pupils’ work within literacy. This can be attributed with verbal real 
time feedback as it provides children with the opportunity to reflect on their work at that 
moment, identify their strengths and determine their next steps for progression to meet their 
core targets.  

During one particular interaction with a child during a read to write task, a child was noticed 
not using capital letters at the beginning of their sentences. The child was asked if they felt 
they were meeting their core targets. The child replied: “Yes” and was in a hurry to finish 
their work. It was then said to the child: “Your handwriting and finger spaces are beautiful” 



(Relating to other core targets) “but I can’t see capital letters at the beginning of your 
sentences.” The child immediately began to rub out the start of each sentence to add in capital 
letters. The child was asked again if they thought they were meeting their core targets and the 
child seemed very happy to say: “Yes, I think I will now have all green faces.” Due to the 
verbal feedback given, the child was prompted to reflect on one particular core target and 
because of this quick 30 second interaction, the child was able to meet their full success 
criteria which was more beneficial than the child reading their written feedback the next day. 
The child was also filled with self- esteem knowing that they were going to meet their full 
core targets. 
 
Conclusions  
In conclusion, the enquiry lasted only 4 weeks and it is therefore difficult to reach a definitive 
conclusion as to whether verbal real time feedback is most effective in children’s progression 
for meeting core targets. However, the results show valuable evidence to suggest that verbal 
real time feedback leads to increased motivation amongst children to meet their core targets. 
100% of children are now achieving their core targets. The children were being constantly 
reminded within their work to reach the targets they were not achieving at the start of the 4 
weeks. As a result, there was constant verbal dialogue concerning how to meet these targets 
which increased their willingness to meet their core targets. The children who are now 
achieving their core targets displayed signs of pride and joy when told that they were meeting 
a core target that they were trying to improve on. This implies that not only did the enquiry 
have a positive impact on motivation, but it also increased self-esteem which made the 
children want to succeed and achieve their core targets. 

 
Implications for Future Practice  
It can be argued that teachers learn the most through reflective practice, enquiry and 
collaboration (Cropley, 2009). This enquiry gave me a valuable insight into the impact of 
using verbal real time feedback within literacy. The evidence that was gathered suggests that 
verbal real time feedback allows children to reach their core targets because the information 
is fresh to them. Further, it impacts self-esteem and motivation. It would be beneficial to 
continue using verbal real time feedback within literacy and other areas of the curriculum to 
develop children’s self-esteem, encourage and remind children to think about how to meet 
their success criteria and actively look for ways to improve. In the future, I will ensure that I 
observe the impact of real time verbal feedback over a longer period to determine whether the 
improvements are sustainable and progressive.  
 
It could be argued that verbal real time feedback is a timely process and could be hard to 
maintain for every lesson. However, from the research conducted I would try to use this 
approach in a cycle throughout the week such as giving verbal feedback to one reading group 
per day, as it has the potential to be effective in allowing children to meet their core targets.  
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